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stop all the motions.
Note: the soft limit protection depends on the machine coordinate system. If the coordinate
system is not correct, the protection will also be incorrect. Thus, after the operations such as
abnormal close of the system and modification of the machine parameters, users need to build the
correct machine coordinate system through the operation “Go Origin”.

4.5 Frame
The laser head will dry cut a rectangle along the frame of the graphic to be processed by clicking
the button “

” on the console, so that you can determine the approximate size and

position for processing the boards. The speed of walk can be set in the “Layer Parameter Setting” –
“Global Parameters” – “Walk AroundParameters”.
Note: If you operate “Edge Seek” before framing, the software will record the results. The
laser head will move along the inclined rectangle during framing, that is to say, move along the
actual frame which is corrected by the “Edge Seek”. See the Chapter “Edge Seek” for the details.

4.6 Processing and Dry Cut
You can start processing by clicking the button “
” on the console. During
the processing the monitoring screen will be displayed as below. It includes the information such
as the coordinates, the speed, work time, follow height and so on.

When displaying the screen above, it cannot be switched to other pages of the toolbar, in
order to prevent from modifying the graphics during the processing. However, the menu “File”
can still be used. If you need to modify the parameters during the processing, please pause firstly,
and then click the button “Layer” on the right toolbar of the interface.
You can perform the operation of dry cut by clicking the button “

” on the console.

The difference between dry cut and the actual processing lies in that dry cut can select whether to
follow without the need for turning on laser or gas. However, all the running tracks, including the
move, speed, process of acceleration and deceleration of “Prepiercing”, are exactly same to the actual
processing. You can also perform the same operations of pause, continue, forward and backward;
besides, the breakpoint memory after stopping is identical to that of the actual processing;
furthermore, you can modify the parameters after pausing, and then continue the operation of dry cut.
Thus dry cut can be used for the comprehensive inspection and simulation of the whole processing
without cutting.
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If you would like to open “Follow” during the dry cut, please select “

” in

“Layer Parameter Settings” – “Global Parameters” – “Follower Param”. In the default condition it
will not open “Follow” during the dry cut.
By default, it will return to the zero point automatically after completing the processing. If
you would like to return to other position after the processing, please select the needed position
on the console. The supported positions include zero point, start point, end point, origin point and
record point. Cancelling “
” is equal to returning to the “End Point”,
that is to say, the laser will not move after the processing. If you use the “Floating Coordinate
System”, we recommend you to return to the zero point after the processing. If you
hope to return to record point after the processing, please select
“Record&1” and confirm it.
Every time when the processing is finished, the process count on
the console will add 1, and when it reaches the preset times, a dialog
box will be popped to prompt so that you can control the production.
You can open “Auto Pause” interface to control piece management and
auto pause
by clicking the button “
to set corresponding parameters.

”. If you need loop work, please click the button “

”

4.7 Stop, Pause and Resume
If you need to stop the processing, please click the button “
processing or the button “

” on the toolbar during

” on the console. After stopping, the machine will return to

the zero point. If you do not hope to go back to the zero point, please cancel the selection of
option “

” on the console.

If you pause the processing, please click the button “
the button “

” on the toolbar during processing or

” on the console. Then the processing will resume from where you pause.

If you need to continue to work, please click the button “

” on the toolbar during processing or

the button “
” on the console. If the parameters are modified during the pause, the button
“Continue” will be marked with “*”, which indicates that the system needs to rebuild the processing
commands. According to the size of the files to be processed, you may need to wait a while if you
click the button “Continue” at this moment.
During the pause, you click the button “
” or the button “
” so that
the machine can move backward or forward along the processing track. The distance and the
speed of
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every motion can be set through the button “

” on the console.

4.8 Breakpoint Memory
If the processing stops or suspends due to accidents, the software will keep breakpoint memory.
As long as the graphics or the parameters are not modified, you can click “

”, and then

the software will automatically locate to the position where it stopped last time; If you click
“

”, the software will continue to start processing from the position where it stopped

last time.
If you change the corresponding parameters after stopping, the "*" will appear behind “Start” on
the console. When "

" appears, functions of “

” and “

” will

no longer be used.

4.9 Processing from Any Location
CypCut support the function to start processing from any specified position. Users can
right-click the location where you want to start, and then select “Processing from Here”. As
shown in the right figure.
For safety reasons, the software will pop-up a dialog box and
requires reconfirmation after selecting “Processing from Here (F)”.
After confirmation, the laser head will move to the location you
specify and then start processing from there, and the tracks in front of
the specified location will not be processed.
If you want to first position it to the specified location but do not
start processing, please select “Positioning Here”, so that the system
will move to the specified location and then go into the suspended
state.
You can right-click the place for many times and select
“Positioning Here”, until the operation is confirmed. You can also
conduct positioning in a more precise manner through “
and “

”

”.

4.10 Global Parameters
Some movement control parameters are provided in the tab “Global Parameters” of dialog
box “Layer Parameter Adjustment” for adjustment. The adjustment of these parameters will
influence the smoothness of mechanical running as well as processing effect and efficiency.
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Some parameters of tab “Global Parameters” are list in the table below.
Motion Parameters
Move Speed

Speed during move (not the speed during processing).

Move Acceleration

The maximum acceleration of each shaft during move. It needs to
be

Frame Speed

used with move speed.
Speed of framing.

Cut Acceleration

The maximum acceleration of each shaft during track processing.
It needs to be used with cut speed.
Laser Parameters

PWM Frequency

PWM frequency is used when laser on.

Default Current

Peak current is used when laser on.

Default Pressure

Air pressure used in manual mode

Gas Delay

Delay time used in step “Gas Delay” of PLC during piercing

Initial gas delay

Additional delay time on the basis of gas delay when puff after
processing

Switch gas delay

During replacing the gas, Delay time that is used to discharge all
existed gas and enter new gas .

Cooling point delay

Puff time during cooling.
Follower Parameters

Maximum

follow

height

Each type of cutting head has a upper limit height to follow.
When you need to follow the height above this maximum
height due to demand, such as piercing, the height controller
will follow through two steps, that is, firstly follow to the position
near the plate surface, and then lift up. This parameter is used to
set the height of the upper

Using frog style Lift

limit for following.
After Z-coordinate lifts to the specified height, X-coordinate and
Y-coordinate begin move, so as to shorten the time of move.

Enable follow in dry
cut

The default Z-axis can’t move in the default case of “dry cut”. If
users

Disable follow

want to follow during “dry cut”, the user can select this option.
Following and cutting is needed during normal processing. If you
do

No

alarm

during

piercing

not need to follow during the processing, you can select this option.
Under the environment, such as cutting thick plates, large
quantities of spark generated during piercing could cause alarm of
height controller, thereby interrupting the process. If you select
this option, you can ignore the alarm of capacitance class
generated by height controller during piercing. Of course, ignoring
the alarm will also

Unlift

when

distance less than

Unit Selection

move

bring some risks.
If you select “Short Move unlift”, when move length is less than
this
length, the height controller will not lift during moving and keep
following.
You can make a selection according to your use habits.
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Enable

NURMBS

interpolation
Group pre-piercing

1 mm circle precision
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After selecting this option, nurbs curve will be adaptively fitted,
which can improve processing speed and the degree of graphics
smoothing.
After selecting this option, group pre-piercing can be
automatically
operated according to outermost frame without grouping, while
still compatible with the manual group
The speed and acceleration will be extra dropped down, when
cut circle less than 5mm. This parameter is the control precision

Compensate precision

corresponding to circle of 1mm diameter.
The precision of distance between compensation curve and original
curve during gap compensation.

V. NC auxiliary function
5.1 Analog Processing
After all the sorting of patterns is completed, you can simulate the processing of entire
document through simulation. This process can be carried out of the machine. Simulations can
see not only the order among the graphics, but also the process within graphics.
Click "

" button to start simulation, and the toolbar will automatically jump to the

"CNC" page. You can adjust the analog processing speed in the first column of “CNC" page, as shown
below.

5.2 Edge seek
CypCut software supports “BCS100 edge seek”, “Infared edge seek” and “Manually edge
seeking”. By clicking "Edge seek" drop-down triangle button, you can choose the most
appropriate way to seek edge, in order to determine the placement of the plate. Seek results will
be displayed in the top right of the drawing area, as shown below:
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5.2.1 BCS100 edge seek

By clicking “
enter the edge interface.

” button under the "CNC" page or clicking "BCS100 edge seek", you can

“BCS100 edge seek” needs to set some parameters. Edge seeking speed has effect on the
precision of edge seeking, recommending setting value is 200mm / s. The plate width is length of
plate in the machine X axis direction. The plate length is length of plate in the machine Y axis
direction. Correction value is used for correcting seek result, with a positive number indicating
the laser head is shifted inside the plate and negative number indicating the laser head is shifted
outside the plate. Rising height is the height that the cutting head lifts during edge seeking.
After unlocking advanced parameters, you can set the following parameters.

After selecting “Avoid the impact of edge”, you can set “rack space”, “prong space”, “rack
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direction” and “rack pattern” to avoid rack impact on edge seeking. When you enable this
function, you must firstly mark prong coordinates. "Rack space" is the space between adjacent
racks; "prong space" is the distance between adjacent prongs; "rack direction" is the relative
relationship between the rack installing position and the machine; "rack pattern" is to select
dislocation installation or alignment installation; "No prong" is the setting when the rack is
neither dislocation installation nor alignment installation.
Rack pattern
Alignment

Dislocation

You can jog the cutting head to the appropriate starting position through small console on
the right. Please move the cutting head inside plate as the starting position of edge seeking,
and then select the operation under edge seeking testing that you want to perform.
If select “Edge seek before start”, the software will perform “BCS100 edge seek” during
moving or before starting to process based on the stopping position of graphics.
Note: Please return origin to correct the machine coordinate system and confirm cutting head
can properly follow before you operate edge seeking. The inclination angle of steel should not
exceed 10 degrees.
Other settings and instructions of “BCS100 edge seek” refer to Appendix.

5.2.2 Infared Edge seeking
At present, the software uses “Infared Edge seeking” function required matching with Omron
E3Z-L61 model switch.
Before the first edge seek, the offset value of the photoelectric switch and laser Center
should be determined and set in advanced parameters. Before the actual edge seek, please make
sure to move the cutting head to the nearby stopping point (among upper left, lower left, upper
right, lower right) as the starting position of edge seek.
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“Infared Edge seeking” needs to set some parameters. Coarse positioning speed is the speed
of coarse positioning during edge seek, and recommended value is 100mm/s. Fine positioning
speed is the speed of fine positioning during edge seek, which will affect the accuracy of edge
seek, recommending setting value as 10mm / s without exceeding 30mm / s. The smaller the fine
positioning speed is, the longer the time of edge seek is and the higher positioning accuracy is.
Plate size and correction value is similar to "BCS100 edge seek".
The deviation between the photoelectric switch and the laser head can be corrected by
setting advanced parameters and filtering rack interference.

You can set the following parameters: “Offset value" is the deviation between
photoelectric switch and the laser head position. After setting the "deviation between
photoelectric switch and the
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laser head", the software will automatically set this parameter without manually modifying.
"Rack space" can filter out the interference of rack on Infared Edge seeking. It is recommended
to set the value consistent with the actual rack space. "Set edge height" applies to the case of the
photoelectric switch fixed in the cutting head. Users can adjust the position of the photoelectric
switch thorough jogging height controller. You can read this height through "Set as the current
height". When the edge seek is opened each time, height controller will move to this height. In
addition, move to this height by "positioning". "Fixed height edge seek" applies to the case of
the photoelectric switch without being installed in the cutting head.
Note: Plate tilt angle should not exceed 40 degrees.
Other settings and instructions of Infared Edge seeking refers to Appendix.

5.3 PLC process

Click the "
execute them.

" button under the "CNC" page, you can customize the PLC process and

Note: Improper modification may lead to serious consequences! If necessary, please contact
our technical staff..

5.4 Go origin
5.4.1 Return to origin

You can click the "

" under the "CNC" page or select "All axis" under its drop-down menu

to make laser head return to mechanical origin and reset the machine coordinate system. The
details refer to "coordinate" part. You can also select "X only" or "Y only" under drop-down menu
to make a single axis separately return to origin.

5.4.2 Gantry synchronism
During using a dual-drive gantry machine, the beams of machine may become crooked
occurring after a period of operation due to various reasons, such as the unparallel installation of
two Y axes, friction and load, which will affect machining accuracy. Gantry synchronism
function judge and automatically adjust the vertical position of the beam by recording and
monitoring Z signal of Y1 and Y2 axes when go origin.
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Click the drop-down triangle of "Go origin" on the "CNC" Page and select "Gantry
initialization", as shown on theright:
Select “Execute gantry synchronism when return to origin" after completing Gantry
initialization", and enter the password. Related compensation information will be displayed in
system window of the software.
Note: Make sure re- execute "Gantry initialization" after adjusting
machine. Specific steps and precautions, please, refer to Appendix.

5.5 Optical adjustment
During the specific processing, if you need to locate the cutting head to a specific point, you can

click "

" button, and input a specific coordinate you want to locate, as shown at right.

You can also appropriately set the laser interferometer on the adjustment interface of optical
path to test error between the movement position given by the software and the actual mechanical,
thereby performing mechanical error compensation, also known as pitch compensation.

5.6 Diagnosis

During processing, click the "
" button, you can observe the state information of each
cutting part, in order to determine whether there is a problem in theprocess.
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Motion axis shows each axis signal and the corresponding encoder feedback value; Pulse test
is used to send fixed pulse to single axis, in order to test the accuracy of pulse equivalent; Limit
signal is used for displaying whether the cutting head is hit limit; PWM is used to show the
situation of laser switch; The valid situation of 12 inputs and 18 outputs are also shown.

5.7 BCS100
This function must be used compatible with our height controller BCS100. By clicking

"
", you can operate a series of actions in the software, such as Return to origin,
Follow to, Absolute
positioning and one key calibration, to control BCS100. And you can also operate via
BCS100 monitoring interface without operating on the entity, which is more convenient and
quick.

5.8 QCW
QCW is a mode of laser operation. CW and QCW is two modes d of laser. CW is continuous

light, and QCW is pulse laser. By clicking "
optical parameters.

" button, you can set the appropriate
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5.9 Deviation measurement

When click "

", the cutting head will move along the graphics to be processed. After the

cutting head finishes move, a blue dotted line will appear to show the trajectory of the servo
motor feedback. You can adjust process parameters required for the actual cutting according
to this trajectory.

VI. Appendix
6.1 Example of Coedge
Now we demonstrate edge-shared nesting by taking the actual sample of a customer as
an example. Before setting edge-shared function, the manual drawing of the customer using
CAD is as shown at right.
In the drawing, unclosed graphic is shown in red.
All the graphics in the drawing are straight line
requiring coedge, and the customer drew it manually
with CAD before, so all the graphics have been drawn as
straight lines.
It can be seen from the figure that the original
drawing consists of 10 narrow parts below 6 large parts
and narrow workpieces (9x2=18) at right, exactly
occupying the space a steel plate.
We now first draw 3 parts in the original drawing,
and generally the 3 parts are all from the DXF drawings
of customer. As shown below:
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Step 1: First select all graphics of each part, respectively implement “Group”. After grouping,
the outer contours of parts will be shown in bold.

Select Part 1, and then make an array with 3 rows and 2 columns.
As shown in the lower right figure.
Select the 6 arrayed parts, and complete coedge for the above 6
parts by clicking “Coedge”.
After dragging Part 2 to the position close to the top right position of
the above figure, the parts will be automatically adsorbed to the boundary
of Part 1 and become top aligned.

Select Part 2, make an array with 2 rows and 9 columns,
and then obtain the figure shown at right.
As shown at right, you can select all 18 Part 2 by pulling
out a pale blue box from the upper left corner of Part 2 to the
lower right corner, while Part 1 will not be selected.
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You can complete the coedge of
18 Part 2 by clicking “Coedge”.
Please note that the processing order
of Part 2 must be from right to left, or
steel plates will jitter or even deviate
due to the lack of support.
Select coedge Part 2, click the
right mouse button, and then select
the right-to-left sorting from the
pop-up menu. As shown below:
Attentive user may ask why the
coedge needs to be conducted after
dragging Part 2 to the boundary of

1. They think that it is difficult to conduct
selection.

Part

In fact, the order can be exchanged. Here we first conduct coedge for Part 3 and then drag it
to the position below Part 1.
Select Part 3, make an array with 10 rows and 1 column, and then get the following figure.

After selecting 10 Part 3 and clicking “Coedge”, the coedge of Part 3 is completed and they
become a whole. As shown below. Please note that the thickness of the lines is different. Each
Part 3 has a bold outline border before coedge, the whole has a bold outline border after coedge,
and the coedged line segments in it are all shown in thin lines.
When the mouse is suspending above Part 3, corresponding prompt will be displayed,
showing that it is a combination.

Similarly, we need to conduct a sorting for Part 3 from bottom to top, so as to prevent the
steel plates from jittering and deviating due to the lack of support.
When selecting the overall Part 3 after coedge and dragging it to the lower left of Part 1, the parts
will be automatically adsorbed to the boundary of Part 1 and become left aligned.
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Next, select all the graphics to coedge all Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3.
If you do not want to coedge Part 2 and Part 3 with Part 1, this step can be omitted. Of
course, Part 2 and Part 3 should be slightly dragged from the boundary of Part 1.
When dragging the graphic from the coedge boundary, you can press the space bar to
avoid automatic adsorption, and then the automatic adsorption function will be temporarily
disabled.

6.2 Gantry Synchronism Operating Instructions

6.2.1 Platform Configuration
If you want to use the gantry synchronism function, firstly, you need to configure in the platform
configuration tool .
1) Machine config tool->Machine->Select “Dual drive”
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2) Machine config tool ->Return Org-> Select ”Enable”

3) Machine config tool ->Alarms-> Input the value of “Max Dev tolerance of the gantry sync”.
When the beam is subject to severe collision or serious distortion, which makes the deviation exceed
this value, we need to re-examine the machine. You can change this value according to the actual
situation of the machine.

6.2.2 Gantry initialization and synchronization
To prevent the error of gantry synchronism, please confirm the following situations before
initialization:
1. The beam of machine has been corrected.
2. The machine can correctly move and the direction is right.
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3. The origin signal is configured correctly and efficiently, so that homing processing is

normally executed.
4. Z signal welding interface of 15 core wire is correct (the 5th port corresponding to Z +, the
13th port corresponding to Z-).
5. Pulse number of encoder feedback is set correctly. You can observe encoder feedback to
detect by manually sending pulse number in diagnostics window.
After entering the software, click “Gantry initialization” under "Go origin" drop-down menu
on the "CNC" Page, as shown on the right:

After entering your password, the machine will return to the origin, and then the gantry axis
will move in the positive direction to find two Z signals. After the operation is completed, the
system window under the software displays the position of Z signal and the offset value of the
two axes of Z signal (Y2-Y1 offset):

After completing gantry initialization, select “Excute gantry synchronism when return to
origin” and then enter the password for confirmation.
When select and implement "Go origin" or "Y only”, the software will detect Z signal value of
Y1 and Y2-axis and calculate the deviation to compensate. Z signal and the compensation value
(Y2 compensate) will be displayed in the system window of the software.
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6.2.3 Precautions
1. Z signal must be enabled to use this function.
2. After adjusting machine, It must be re-initialized.
3. When the beam is greatly collided and vertical degree has greatly visible changes,
gantry synchronism may not be accurately adjusted. At this moment, gantry axis mechanism
needs to be adjusted and re-initialized.

6.3 BCS100 edge seek operating instructions
After version 6.3.644 of CypCut, the function of BCS100 edge seek is improved to enhance
the accuracy of the edge seek through avoiding the impact of the rack on edge seek in advanced
parameters. Edge seek after being improved is required for using with height controller Version
3.0.3072 and later versions. Height controller Version 2.0 do not supported BCS100 edge seek of
the new version.

6.3.1 Platform Configuration
Open platform configuration tool, click "Edge Seek" to enter the parameter setting interface
on the shortcut options of left side screen, and select "Enable BCS100 Seek".
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6.3.2 One point edge seek Instructions

Take left direction for example without using “Frog style lift”.
1) Cutting head follows to plate and start edge seek on the left.
2) Cutting head moves up an elevation height.
3) Cutting head moves to the right boundary point.
4) Cutting head moves up to stopping point.
5) Finish the processing of edge seek.

6.3.3 Three point edge seek Instructions

Take lower right edge seek for an example, and select “avoid the impact of the rack on the
edge seek”:
1) The cutting head moves inside the plate near the lower right region, to determine the initial
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position of the edge seek;

2) Select "Down right" under "Three-point edge seek 'drop-down menu.
3) The software automatically determines the A and B points based on the initial position,
the plate length, plate width and rack position
4) Move to pointA;
5) Seek the first point X1 thorough Y negative direction;
6) Move to pointB;
7) Seek the second point X2 thorough Y negative direction;
8) Move to point A;
9) Seek the third point Y1 thorough X positive direction;
10) After completing edge seek, calculate the rotation angle θ, determine vertex O on the
lower right of plate and move to vertex O. The edge seek results will be displayed in yellow
font on the upper right ofsoftware.

6.3.4 Precautions of BCS100 edge seek
1) Before edge seek, have to return to the starting point to correct machine coordinate system
2) Make sure that the actual number of pulses sent by diagnostic interface must be
consistent with the number of encoder feedback. If inconsistent, please modify the servo
parameters.
3) The setting value of plate length and width should be consistent with the actual value.
4) Inclination angle of plate should not exceed 10 degrees.
5) The direction of edge seek in BCS100 edge seek interface can be arbitrarily set. But in
actual use of BCS100 edge seek function, you must set stopping point as upper left, lower left,
upper right and lower right, to determine the direction of edge seek.
6) Before edge seek, please make sure the cutting head moves inside the plate as the
starting position of edgeseek.
7) Before edge seek, please make sure the cutting head can properly follow.

6.4 Infared edge seek operating instructions
The CypCut version after 6.3.642.6 improves the function of infared edge seek. Infared edge seek
function should be used with OMRON photoelectric switch of E3Z-L61 model.
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6.4.1 Photoelectric Switch Introduction

The effective operating range of this photoelectric switch is 90 ± 30mm; Mounting thread is
M3; The switch can be switched between two operation modes. L represents the orange
indicator light is on when photoelectric switch outputs signal. D represents the orange
indicator light is dark when photoelectric switch outputs signal. Turning the sensitivity knob
can change the sensitivity of the photoelectric switch.

6.4.2 Wiring and Configuration

Open platform configuration tool, click "Edge Seek" under shortcut options on the left screen
to enter the parameter setting interface, and select “Enable optical”.
Brown wire of photoelectric switch (power supply 24V+) is
connected to any thyristor output on IO external board (corresponding to
Pwr supply port on platform configuration), Blue line (power supply 24V-)
is connected to COM port on IO external board, while black wire is
connected to any input on IO external board (corresponding to Signal
input on platform configuration).
Switch logic on platform configuration must be consistent with
the switch model corresponding to photoelectric switch action. It is
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recommended use L model (Effective when light is on).
If workbench has high and low height, please select "Separate seeking height for workbench".

6.4.3 One point edge seek Instructions

Take down side edge seek for an example:
① Coarse positioning outside the plate.
② Coarse positioning inside the plate.
③ Fine positioning outside the plate.
④ Move to plate margin.

6.4.4 Three point edge seek Instructions

1) The offset value between photoelectric switch and laser cutting head must be measured,
when three-point edge seek is firstly used;
2) The cutting head (ie, red light produced by lasers, rather than the photoelectric switch)
moves inside the plate near the lower right region, to determine the initial position of the edge
seek;
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3) Select "Down right" under "Three-point edge seek 'drop-down menu.
4) Point A and B are determined by the initial position, the plate length and plate width. Where,
A point coordinate is (Xinitial-0.2*plate length，Yinitial+0.2*plate length)
B point coordinate is (Xinitial-0.6* plate width，Yinitial+0.2* plate width)

5) Move to pointA;

6) Seek the first point X1 thorough Y negative direction;
7) Move to point B;
8) Seek the second point X2 thorough Y negative direction;
9) Move to point A;
10) Seek the third point Y1 thorough X positive direction;
11) After completing edge seek, calculate the rotation angle θ, determine vertex O on the
lower right of plate and move to vertex O. The edge seek results will be displayed in yellow
font on the upper right ofsoftware.

6.4.5 Precautions of Infared edge seek
1) Make sure that the actual number of pulses sent by diagnostic interface must be consistent
with the number of encoder feedback. If inconsistent, please modify the corresponding servo
parameters.
2) When adjust the photoelectric switch sensitivity, please make sure that the green
indicator light is normally on during mowing inside and outside the plate as far as possible.
3) The setting value of plate length and width should be consistent with the actual value.
4) Inclination angle of plate should not exceed 10 degrees.
5) The direction of edge seek in Infared edge seek interface can be arbitrarily set. But in
actual use of Infared edge seek function, you must set stopping point as upper left, lower left,
upper right and lower right, to determine the direction of edge seek.
6) Before initial edge seek, please firstly measure the offset value between photoelectric
switch and laser center.
7) Before actual edge seek, please make sure the cutting head (ie, red light of laser instead of
red light of photoelectric switch) move inside the plate as starting position of edge seek.

6.5 Adjustment of Motion Parameters
6.5.1 Introduction of motion controlparameters
CypCut software mainly open four types of motion control parameters for users to adjust,
such as speed, acceleration, low-pass filter frequency, circle and corner precision. Other
sports-related parameters have been optimized internally without needing user to set. The
meaning of these parameters is shown as below:
Parameter Name
Introductions
Move speed

The maximum speed when move, which can directly fill the
maximum
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move speed calculated by Servo Tools software.
Move acceleration

The maximum acceleration when move, which can directly fill the
maximum move acceleration calculated by Servo Tools software.

Cut acceleration

Filter frequency

The maximum acceleration when processing, which directly
determines
the acceleration and deceleration time of turning movement during
cutting. Adjust by observing the torque curve of servo.
Suppress filter frequency of machine vibration. The smaller the value,
the more obvious the effect of suppressing vibration is, however,
which will

Circle precision

Corner precision

make the acceleration and deceleration time longer.
The upper limit of circle precision. The lower the value, the more
obvious
the circle speed.
Fit with corner precision by NURBS curve. The lower the value, the
closer corner is to sharp, however, the more obvious deceleration is.

6.5.2 Adjust cut acceleration
Set the speed value of high-speed jog as high as possible, such as 500mm / s. When complete a
jog, moving distance is required to be long enough, in order to make sure that speed can be
accelerated to the set value.
Observe the torque curve of Jog movement by the servo debugging software. For example,
when the maximum torque is less than 80%, appropriately increase processing acceleration; when
the maximum torque is more than 80%, appropriately reduce the processing acceleration.
Adjust acceleration until the maximum torque is nearly 80%. Generally, cut acceleration
withstood by screw should not be more than 0.5G. Generally, rack and pinion should not be more
than 2G.

6.5.3 Adjust move acceleration
The maximum acceleration calculated by ServoTool software can be directly filled. Or you
can appropriately increase move acceleration on the basis of cut acceleration, such as setting as
1.5 to 2 times of cut acceleration. When move is required, the maximum torque reached by servo
should not exceed 150%, and the mechanical structure with withstanding this acceleration
does not appear obvious deformation and vibration. Generally, Move acceleration withstood by
screw does not exceed 0.5G. Generally, rack and pinion should not be more than 2G.

6.5.4 Adjust low-pass filterfrequency
When you set up the low pass filter frequency parameter, you can cut a sample map. It is
proposed mark the plate after turning laser power down. Observe the accuracy of marking
path. Cutting sample image includes various sized small round, six polygon, twelve polygon,
star, and rectangular, etc. As shown below:
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Adjust low pass filter frequency as high as possible without affecting the accuracy. It
requires both of before corner and after corner do not generate waves when cutting a rectangle,
polygon and starbursts. It can be set according to the following experienced table. Or adjust the
low-pass filter frequency within the upper and lower two ranges after determining cut acceleration.
The parameters of cut acceleration and low-pass filter frequency must be matched. Please do not
adjust one parameter value very large and another parameter value very small.

Level

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Cut
acceleratio
n (G)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.8

1

1.5

2

Filter
frequency
(HZ)

3

3.5

4

5

5.5

6

6

6

7

8

6.5.5 Set circle and corner precision
It’s not recommended users modify these two parameters of circle and corner precision
under normal circumstances. Under special circumstances, you can fine-tune these two
parameters in the vicinity of the default parameters range.
If you are not satisfied with the circle precision, you can tune the parameter of circle
precision down, with limiting the speed of cutting circle. The smaller the value is, the more
obvious the speed will be limited. If you are not satisfied with the corner precision, you can tune
the parameter of corner precision down. And then turning will slow down, The smaller the
value is, the more obvious the corner will slow down. The higher the value is, the closer the
corner will be to a fillet.
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6.6 Shortcut Key
The following table lists some of the commonly-used shortcut keys. Some of them are used
in specific conditions and they have been introduced in related chapters, so there is no need to list
them here.
Shortcut key

Effect

Service conditions

Ctrl + A

Select all the graphics

None

Ctrl + C

Copy graphics to clipboard

Select graphics to be operated

Ctrl + Shift + C

Specify “Base Point” and copy command Select graphics to be operated

Ctrl + O

Open the file

None

Ctrl + P

Show/hide the graphic direction and
move

None

track
Paste graphic in the clipboard to the

There are copied graphics in the

drawing board

clipboard

Ctrl + W

Adapt to window

None

Ctrl + X

Cut the graphics to Windows clipboard

Select graphics to be operated

Ctrl + Y

Redo the cancelled orders

There are cancelled commands

Ctrl + Z

Cancel the orders just finished

There are finished commands

F3

Check all of the graphics

None

F4

Check the whole machine range

None

F5

Check the graphics in the zone of

Select graphics to be operated

Ctrl + V

selection
F6

Open the dialogue box “Layer Parameter

None

Settings”
F7

Show/hide the processing path

None

F8

Show/hide the motion path

None

DEL (Delete)

Delete the selected graphics

Select graphics to be operated

SPACE (Space)

Repeat the last command

Last command
can be repeated

